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Cognitive radio technologies are being developed which allow heterogeneous systems to share spectrum access while minimizing
interference to improve the overall eﬃciency of spectrum usage. Thus, one important function of a cognitive radio is dynamically
to avoid transmitting in occupied spectrum by detecting signals received from unknown competing systems. Robust operation
requires the detection of multiple wideband interferers of unknown statistics from a single received sample vector. This paper
describes the hypothesis tests that must be evaluated to perform detection of such signals and discusses several methods for
performing detection. Computer simulation results are presented to show that hidden Markov modelling and power spectral
analysis with edge enhancement are more robust than a simple “interference temperature-” based energy detector.
Copyright © 2009 Alan J. Coulson. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
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1. Introduction
The recent unprecedented commercial success of unlicensed
spectrum systems has motivated the development of new
concepts which will improve the ability of wireless users
operating in heterogeneous networks to share radio spec-
trum. Simple existing concepts such as dynamic frequency
selection and transmit power control contribute to an
important new paradigm in “smart” wireless systems, cog-
nitive radio [1]. Cognitive radio concepts cover a range
of intelligent behaviour in wireless systems [2], but it is
the potential to flexibly, reliably, and eﬃciently reuse radio
spectrum which has captured the attention of regulators [3]
and standards bodies [4]. This specific ability also is termed
“agile radio.”
An ability to reliably detect interference from other
systems competing for spectrum use, colloquially known
as “spectrum sensing” [5, 6], is a prerequisite to robust
cognitive radio operation. This is necessary both in the
cognitive radio receiver to protect the integrity of the wanted
signal, and also in the cognitive radio transmitter whichmust
avoid producing interference in other systems. Indeed, future
regulatory compliance for cognitive radios may require the
“ability of a sensing receiver to detect the presence of other
signals” [7].
Several spectrum sensing methods have been proposed
which require some knowledge of the potential interferer,
including matched filter detection for specific systems [8]
and cyclostationarity detectors for known modulations [9,
10] based on spectral correlation theory developed by
Gardner [11]. These methods will be helpful for detecting
known primary systems.
To detect unknown systems, blind methods are required.
As reviewed by Kailath and Poor [12] and references therein,
blind detection methods have been studied for more than
50 years for various applications. Much recent attention
has focused on energy detectors [13–15] and radiometers
[16–18], and methods for extending energy detection using
multiple time and/or space sample vectors [6, 19, 20]. It
is noted that the terms “energy detector” and “radiometer”
frequently are used interchangeably [21]. These methods
present challenges in estimating noise variance and in
determining a robust detection threshold [22, 23], so several
methods have been proposed to augment energy detection
performance using techniques such as spectral smoothing
and incorporation of some a priori information [24]. Other
approaches include joint interference detection and decoding
for OFDM [22] and detection based on information theo-
retic criteria [5].
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This paper considers dynamic spectrum sensing for
multiple interferers in the case where all signal, channel, and
noise parameters are unknown, stochastic and not cyclosta-
tionary. This case is described as “diﬃcult” by Kay [25, page
349] and “impossible” by Larsson and Regnoli [26] where the
channel also is static. The interference model is established
in Section 2. Detection theory is developed following a
conventional hypothesis testing framework, in Section 3,
resulting in the specification of the generalized likelihood
ratio test for the modelled interference. In Section 4, it is
demonstrated how implicit interference characteristics can
be exploited in a formal framework through the application
of hidden Markov modeling (HMM). Alternative detection
methods are reviewed in Section 5, covering radiometry,
power spectrum analysis, and information theoretic criteria.
Statistical analyses used by the detection methods are
developed in Sections 6 and 7. The performance of the
detection methods is compared by computer simulation in
Section 8.
2. Interference Model
A conventional receiver structure is assumed as illustrated
in Figure 1(a), assuming a stationary receiver employing a
single antenna which is omnidirectional in azimuth. In the
absence of a desired signal, the received complex baseband






si(t − τ) + z(t), (1)
where si(t) is the ith of I interferers experiencing the ith
time-varying multipath channel impulse response hi(t, τ),
“
τ
” denotes convolution in τ, and z(t) is bandlimited
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The received signal




















where each term in (2) is the Fourier dual of the counterpart
in (1).
This paper focuses on interference detection from a
secondary-signal-free measurement interval T during which
complex samples are obtained at the Nyquist rate fS = B suf-
ficient to prevent aliasing of the desired signal. A secondary-
signal-free N sample vector x may be obtained either during
an interframe space as illustrated in Figure 1(b), or otherwise
such as using a self-cancelling pilot symbol [22] (e.g., the
IEEE 802.11a short inter-frame space is 16microseconds and
the IEEE 802.16-2004 transmitter turnaround gap for OFDM
TDD systems is up to 100microseconds). Clearly a detection
decision based on N samples can be improved upon through
subsequent time averaging; however the focus on this paper
is to establish a baseline performance based on the initial N
sample vector alone.
Through the method described in the appendix, or
otherwise, it is assumed that a good quality spectrum




HiSi + Z (3)
is available in the receiver, where Hi is the diagonal N ×
N channel matrix for the ith interferer, Si is the sampled
spectrum of the ith interferer, and Z is AWGN with variance
σZ2 per frequency domain sample.
The following assumptions are made concerning the
interference.
(1) The duration of x is suﬃciently short that all
interference either is present or absent in every time sample
(vector element) and that channel matrices Hi are not time
varying.








σi2, n ∈ ki  [ai, . . . , bi]
0, n /∈ki,
(4)
where 〈·〉 denotes ensemble expectation, Si,n is the nth
element of Si, (bi ≥ ai) ∈ [1, . . . ,N], and σi2 = Liσi2/N ,
for Li = bi − ai + 1, is the frequency domain dual of σi2, the
power of the ith interferer as sampled in x.
(3) There is no restriction on [ai, . . . , bi] ∩ [aj , . . . , bj]:
interferers may overlap fully, partially, or not at all. Nor is
there any restriction on Li: the interference model encom-
passes narrowband interferers.
(4) Elements of Si are independent identically distributed
(IID) complex Gaussian with zero mean and autocovariance










DH = σi2DWiDH = σi2Ti, (5)
where D is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix, Wi
is a diagonal window matrix such that





1, n ∈ ki,
0, n /∈ki,
(6)
and Ti is a Toeplitz matrix where the first row is the circular









The autocorrelation assumption is equivalent to assuming
that si is generated from a white IID data sequence. In the
absence of multipath fading, where Hi ≡ I for all i ∈
[1, . . . , I], these assumptions are worst case for detection
as the observed X is Gaussian being the sum of I + 1
Gaussian components and the only diﬀerences between the
unknown interferers and thermal noise are variance and
spectral occupancy.












(a) Interference spectra combining and processing at cognitive radio receiver front end
Frame n − 1
DL subframe UL subframe
Interframe space
DL subframe UL subframe
Frame n + 1 Frame n + 2Frame n
(b) Typical TDD frame structure showing interframe spaces used for interference
detection
Figure 1: System model, showing (a) interference signal spectra at (from left-to-right) interferer transmitters, receiver front end, and after
filtering, downcoversion to baseband and digitizing; (b) signal free, interframe spaces during which interference is sampled.
3. Hypothesis Testing and the Generalized
Likelihood Ratio Test
Applying classical detection theory, for example, [25, chapter
9], for each frequency bin the receiver must evaluate which
of two hypotheses is most likely:
H0 : Xn = Zn n ∈ [1, . . . ,N]
H1 : Xn =
∑
i∈M(n)
Hi,nnSi,n + Zn n ∈ [1, . . . ,N], (8)
where M(n) ⊆ [1, . . . , I] is the subset of interferers present in
the nth frequency bin, and Hi,nn denotes the (nn)th element
of Hi. Under H1, frequency sample Xn can comprise any
number of interferers between |M(n)| = 1 and|M(n)| = I ,
where |M(n)| denotes the cardinality or number of elements
in M(n). For each sample vector X there will be a finite
number K ≤ N of unique subsets of interferers. These
subsets are denoted M1, . . . ,MK , noting that M1∪M2∪· · ·∪
MK = [1, . . . , I]. Thus, over the entire signal spectrum vector
X, the hypotheses are
H0 : X = Z,





Hi,lk lkSi,lk + Zlk ,
(9)
where lk ⊂ [0, . . . ,N − 1] is the kth set of indices of adjacent
frequency bins with an identical number of interferers, [l1 ∪
l2 ∪ · · · ∪ lK ] ≡ [k1 ∪ k2 ∪ · · · ∪ kI], and Hi,lk lkdenotes
the square diagonal submatrix of Hi with rows and columns
selected by elements of lk. l0 is the vector of indices of all
frequency bins, not necessarily adjacent, containing noise
only ki is defined implicitly in (4) and M0 is the empty set
of interferers.
Hypothesis probabilities may be compared using the




















X | σ̂2Z ,H0
) ,
(10)
where CHSiHSi is the covariance of HiSi, pX(X | · · · ) is
the multivariate probability density function (PDF) of X
under H1 and pZ(X | · · · ) is the noise PDF. One or
more interferers are detected when LG(X) exceeds threshold
Γ1. Evaluation of the GLRT numerator requires estimating
how many interferers are present, which interferer is present
in each frequency bin and the covariance matrix for each
interferer. Thus, complexity of (10) increases exponentially
with I .
Provided that interference data is white (interference
property 4, above) and the duration of x is less than the
channel coherence time (interference property 1, above),
it can be shown that CHSiHSi is diagonal for si produced
through any linear modulation, irrespective of any channel
conditions additional to the stated assumptions [27]. For
CHSiHSi diagonal, pX(X | · · · ) =
∏N
n=1pX(Xn | · · · ) is
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simply the likelihood function of the univariate PDF, with

























Xn | σ̂2Z ,H0
) ,
(11)
where Ω̂2i is the estimated variance of HkiSki as is formally
defined in Section 6.2.1. Eﬀectively, X is partitioned into
noise-only samples which have estimated variance σ̂2Z < Γ
′
1,
for some threshold Γ′1, and interference plus noise samples







discussed by Kay [25, page 349] analytical evaluation of Γ1 for
wideband Gaussian signals is infeasible due to the complexity
of the PDFs, and it follows that analytical evaluation of the
probabilities of false positive detection (type I error) and false
negative detection (type II error) also is infeasible.
Pragmatic selection of Γ1 can be made through Monte
Carlo methods. For example, probabilities of type I and type
II errors can be found empirically as a function of Γ1 at some
interference to noise ratio (INR) with the aim of producing a
constant false alarm rate (CFAR) [28]. For cognitive radio
applications, where avoidance of interference may have a
higher priority than channel capacity, type I errors may
be more acceptable than type II errors and Γ1 can be set
accordingly.
4. Classification Using Hidden
Markov Modelling
There are two practical limitations to evaluate the GLRT (10),
for this application. Firstly, without constraints on I , the
number of interferers, or K , the number of sets of interferers,
the GLRT is unable to exploit the implicit characteristic
that the ith interferer occupies Li contiguous frequency
bins Xn, . . . ,Xn+Li−1. Secondly, the exponential complexity
requires consideration. Both limitations can be addressed in
a formal context by modelling X as an observation sequence
vector produced by a hidden Markov process. The theory
of hidden Markov modelling (HMM) is developed in [29]
and applied to the problem of narrowband interference
time domain detection for wireless communications in [30].
The following describes how HMM may be applied to
perform wideband interference detection in the frequency
domain, assuming prior knowledge of the principles of
HMM through reference to [29].
Denote the state variable for the nth frequency bin as
being in one of K + 1 possible states
Sn ∈ [S0, . . . ,SK ], (12)
where state Sk specifies the set of interferers Mk plus noise for
k ∈ [0, . . . ,K], noting that S0 is the noise only state since M0
is the empty set of interferers. The observation probability
for Xn in state Sk is
Pk(Xn)  p(Xn | Sn = Sk) = pX(Xn | M = Mk), (13)
where pX(Xn | · · · ) is the univariate interference plus noise
PDF. A set of N observation probabilities is denoted P 
[Pk(Xn)] for n = 1, . . . ,N and the initial state distribution is
denoted I  [p(S1 = Sk)]for k = 0, . . . ,K . Critical to this
model is the transition probability between any two states S
and Sk
Tk  p(Sn+1 = Sk | Sn = S), (14)
this being the innovation over the GLRT. The posterior tran-
sition probabilities are(the posterior transition probability
from S to any state Sk /=Sm is zero following the definition
after (9) that l is a set of adjacent frequency bins, thus







|l| , k = ,
1
|l| , k = m,
0, k /= ,m,
(15)
for the state sequence [· · ·Sn−|l|+1,Sn−|l|+2,. . .,Sn,Sn+1· · ·]
given the posterior state assignments Sn−|l |+1 = Sn−|l|+2 =
· · · = Sn = S , Sn+1 = Sm which define m, and where l
was introduced in (9). A set of N transition probabilities is
denoted T  [Tk]for ,k = 0, . . . ,K . The output of defining
the HMM for sample vector X is a state sequence S 
S1,S2, . . . ,SN describing whether each frequency domain
sample Xn is best classified as noise, Sn = S0, or interference
Sn ∈ [S1, . . . ,SK ]. This is achieved by finding the set of
model parameters [T ,P ,I] which maximise p(X | T ,P ,I)
given observation vector X.
The following sequential process describes one possible
implementation for how the HMM described above can be
used to estimate state sequence S.
Step 1: Estimate the Noise Variance. This is achieved first by
performing a preclassification to partition X into noise-only
samples and interference plus noise samples, as outlined in
Section 7.
Step 2: Produce a Nominal Interference Variance. To be able
to evaluate Pk(Xn), it is necessary to estimate interference
variance. However, at this point in the process, it is not
known how many interferers—if any—are present. So
explicit estimation of variance for individual interferers is
problematic. Further, estimation of variance for composite
interference is of little value as this will tend to produce
an estimate dominated by any large interferers, leading
to undesirable type II errors for low power interferers.
One means of reducing this problem is to produce a
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Table 1: Optimum threshold parameter for each classification
method, being that value for which the probabilities of type I and
type II errors were most similar for a standard interferer at INR of
3 dB.
Method Threshold parameter value
Generalized log likelihood




r = 6.25 τ0 = 10




nominal interference variance by defining an acceptable type
I error threshold (CFAR), that is, in absence of any explicit
interference estimation. For example, a nominal interference
variance
σ̂2I  rσ̂2Z (16)
will produce a type I error for any noise sample for which
|Xn|2 > 2σ̂2Z(r/(r − 1)) log r for Gaussian Z (see Table 1 for
empirical determination of scaling factor r).
Step 3: Perform an Initial Classification by Estimating the
HMM State Sequence. To initialise the state sequence S, the
two state set [S0,S1] is considered, where S0 is the noise-
only state and S1 is the interference-plus-noise state. The
observation probabilities P are evaluated using
P0(Xn) = pZ(Xn) (17)




for some interference-plus-noise PDF pX(·). The set of
transition probabilities T is initialised using some nominal
τ0, such that T01 = T10 = 1/τ0, T00 = T11 = (τ0 − 1)/τ0, for
all n = [1, . . . ,N] (see Table 1 for empirical determination of




p(X | S,P ,T ,I)p(S | P ,T ,I), (19)
which may be performed eﬃciently by applying the Viterbi
algorithm [31] to X with P , T as above and I =
[P0(X1),P1(X1)]. Complexity is set by the Viterbi algorithm
window/traceback length and through application of the M-
algorithm [32].
Step 4: Perform a Final Classification by Estimating the HMM
State Sequence. A first estimate of the actual number of
interferers now can be made by sorting the K subsequences
of S, with length |lk|, k ∈ [1, . . . ,K], for which Sn−|lk|+1 =
Sn−|lk|+2 = · · · = Sn = S1 by order of increasing (implicit)
variance. The K ordered sub-sequences now are reclassified
as belonging to S1, . . . ,SK , and the estimated variance for
each interferer in state Sk is required to define Pk(Xn).
Variance estimation methods for diﬀerent fading models are
described in Section 6. Finally, the state sequence S then may
be updated for the expanded state set [S0, . . . ,SK ], again by
evaluating (19) using the Viterbi algorithm. Interference is
detected if Sn /=S0 for any n ∈ [1, . . . ,N].
This process can be iterated again to improve classifica-
tion reliability, but one iteration empirically was observed
to achieve good results in achieving the detection goal of
classifying frequency bin samples as being either noise or
interference plus noise.
5. Comparative Classification Methods
This section describes three types of interference detection
methods, used in Section 8 for performance assessments in
comparison to the GLRT and HMM.
5.1. Radiometry [16–18]. The energy detector [13–15] is
a low complexity method of classifying X. This method
estimates some noise power threshold ΓZ then decides H1 if
max(|X|) > ΓZ [7]. Where H1 is decided, the nth sample
of X is classified as interference if |Xn| > ΓZ . For the
simplified case of a diagonal covariance matrix, the posterior
probability of type I error for this test is






where pZ(|Xn|) is the noise magnitude PDF. The posterior
probability of a type II error then is












where pMX (|Xn|) is the interference plus noisemagnitude PDF
and |L| is the cardinality of L  [l1 ∪ l2 ∪ · · · ∪ lK ]. On a
per-sample-bin basis, this test can produce a similar result to
the GLRT; noting that the GLRT described in (11) performs
a nonlinear transformation of X. One method for estimating
ΓZ is by using the nominal interference variance described in
(16).
The distinction between the radiometer and the energy
detector is that the radiometer typically uses substantial time
averaging to produce X, often implemented using a filter
bank. Naturally, the performance of any method can be
improved by increasing the sample vector duration. For this
study, where the duration of x is strictly limited toN samples,
the eﬀect of applying the principle of radiometry was
investigated by subdividing x into a number of overlapping
subvectors to obtain multiple estimates of X which then
were averaged. Intuitively, some improvement in estimation
accuracy is expected but at the cost of decreased spectral
resolution as each sub-vector of x must be smaller than x
itself.
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5.2. Power Spectrum Analysis [24]. Like the GLRT, energy
detection is unable to exploit the interference characteristic
that the ith interferer occupies Li contiguous frequency
bins. A number of methods have been proposed which aim
to enhance the performance of energy detection through
some form of spectral analysis. The method chosen for
reference, reported in [24], first performs low pass filtering
on X to reduce variation between adjacent frequency bins,
performs thresholding to identify interference-aﬀected bins,
and then estimates the centre frequency and bandwidth of
each detected interferer. The net eﬀect is to perform edge
enhancement on each wideband interferer, exploiting the
contiguous bin interference characteristic.
5.3. Information Theoretic Criteria [5]. An alternative
approach to threshold-based methods is to estimate the
composite interference signal spectrum directly from time
sequence x through eigenanalysis. As with radiometry,
this method compromises spectral resolution—in this case
through the process of estimating the covariance matrix
[5, 33, page 373] used to produce the eigenvalues—as
a tradeoﬀ against avoiding the need to determine any
energy threshold. However, estimation of the signal space
dimension is required, and suggested methods [5] are Akaike
information criteria (AIC) [34] and minimum description
length (MDL) [34, 35]. The power spectrum estimate is then
sorted by power, and the number of signal (interference) bins
suggested through AIC or MDL is identified. Eﬀectively, the
signal space dimension defines the energy threshold, so this
method intuitively would be expected to perform similarly to
energy detection.
6. Received Interference Spectrum Statistics
This section develops the received signal statistics required
by the interference detectionmethods above. The AWGN and
interferer statistics developed below generally are well known
refer, for example, to [36]. Each of the various spectrum
sensing methods may operate most eﬀectively using diﬀerent
statistical representations, for example, density of magnitude
or joint density of the real and imaginary part. For this
reason, each noise and interference statistical model is rep-
resented in a variety of forms below, providing consistency
of definition and notation for prospective implementers of
the spectrum sensing methods.
6.1. AWGN Statistics. The multivariate PDF of the real part
































noting that the PDF of the imaginary part ZI  Im{Z} has
identical form. For the purposes of definition and clarity, the





































Further standard results inform that the first four moments
and cumulants of ZR are identically zero except the second
moment (μ2) and second cumulant (κ2) μ2(ZR) = κ2(ZR) =
σZ2 and fourth moment μ4(ZR) = 3σZ4. Further, the kurtosis




− 3 ≡ κ4
κ22
. (25)
6.2. Received Interference Plus Noise Statistics. This subsec-
tion develops interference plus noise statistics under two
channel scenarios: Rayleigh fading and no fading (Gaussian
channel), as follows.
6.2.1. Rayleigh Fading Channel. In this model, diagonal
elements of Hi are correlated complex Gaussian random
variables, although elements of HiSi are uncorrelated as
discussed in Section 3. The PDF of URi,n  Re{Hi,nnSi,n}, the
real part of an individual, noise-free frequency bin in which















where Hi,nn is the (nn)th element of Hi and Si,n is the nth
element of Si, Ωi  σiσHi for σHi2 = (1/2)〈|Hi|2〉 the
power gain of the ith multipath channel, and noting that
this also is the PDF of UIi,n  Im{Hi,nnSi,n}. From (26),
the PDF of XRn  Re{Xn} = Re{
∑
i∈M Hi,nnSi,n + Zn},
the real part of a frequency bin in which one or more
interferers is present, may be derived by first deriving the first
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noting that this also is the PDF of XIn  Im{Xn} =






























Moments and cumulants of X are required for parameter
estimation. From the first characteristic function of XRn , (27),













By exploiting the moment generating property of the
first characteristic function (27), and cumulant generating
property of the second characteristic function (31), the first
two even order moments (μ2, μ4) and cumulants (κ2, κ4) of




























































6.2.2. Gaussian Channel (No Fading). This model applies
either where strong line-of-sight conditions exist or other-
wise where multipath fading is negligible, such that Hi =























where σX2  σ2Z+
∑
i∈M Ω2i . In this case, the joint PDF directly






























The first two even order moments and cumulants of XRn for





































From (37) and (25), the kurtosis of XRn in this case is zero.
7. Estimation of Noise Variance
Estimation of the noise variance of X is essentially an initial
classification of X into noise and interference and may be
achieved as follows.
Step 1. Sort X by order of increasing magnitude to produce−→
X .
Step 2. Find X̂Z  [
−→
X1, . . . ,
−→
XNZ ], the sub-vector of
−→
X which








where D(·) is some measure of Gaussianity, such as kurtosis
[37, page 86] and [38] or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)




























where pZ(X < x) is the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) for dummy variable x and NZ  [1, . . . ,NZ]. In
general, the K-S distance is more robust, as it involves all
moments; whereas kurtosis involves the fourth cumulant (or
second and fourth moments) only. Note that, in calculating
the K-S distance, it is equally valid to evaluate the distance
of the real and imaginary parts of
−→
XZ from Gaussian, the
distance of the |−→XZ| from Rayleigh, or the distance of |−→XZ|
2
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Figure 2: An example received interference sample vector spec-
trum. The instantaneous spectrum of the sample vector is shown in
comparison to the ensemblemean spectrum that would be obtained
by averaging many sample vectors with identical interference
statistics. The ensemble mean noise root variance also is shown
for reference. This example sample vector is used as a reference to
illustrate the detection methods described in Sections 3 to 5. Note
the low power interferer occupying frequency bins 64 to 77.
from exponential. Note also that truncatedCDFs are required
to evaluate the K-S test. For data truncated at TX = |−→XZ|Nz+1,
the truncated Rayleigh CDF is evaluated as the conditional
probability







Step 3. Estimate the noise variance. From (41), the max-
imum likelihood estimate variance estimate based on the


























which reduces to the conventional maximum likelihood
estimator for TX  σZ and as TX → ∞.
8. Simulation-Based Performance
Comparison of Classification Methods
The length N = 100 amplitude spectrum of a reference
received sample vector, shown in Figure 2, is a typical
example produced according to the model described in
Section 2. The sample vector (solid line) comprises four
interferers of varying bandwidths and ensembles average
power spectral densities (PSDs) (dashed line). Note that one
interferer—present in frequency bins 38 through to 44—sits
entirely within the spectrum of a second interferer, while a
third interferer—present in bins 64 through to 77—hasmean
PSD which is almost identical to the noise PSD (dotted line).
In this example both noise and interference per bin were
modelled as IID complex Gaussian.
To illustrate the operation of the various classifica-
tion methods, each was applied to the reference sample
























Figure 3: An example interference classification produced using the
generalized likelihood ratio test on a per bin basis. The classification
should be compared against reference sample vector interference
spectrum shown in Figure 2. Several type I and type II errors can
be seen.




























Figure 4: An example interference classification produced using
hidden Markov modelling. The classification should be compared
against reference sample vector interference spectrum shown in
Figure 2. In this example, this method failed to detect the low power
interferer occupying frequency bins 64 through to 77, but otherwise
produced an accurate classification.
vector spectrum, with the results shown in Figures 3–7.
In each figure, the dashed line shows the decision vector
for that method and the solid line shows the resulting
classification, where a classification of zero indicates noise
and a nonzero classification indicates signal. The GLRT
classification, shown in Figure 3, has a number of type
I and type II errors per bin which can be observed by
comparison with the reference sample vector in Figure 2. The
classification output of the second pass of HMM, shown in
Figure 4, performed well for the higher power interferers.
The radiometer classification, shown in Figure 5, produced
a number of type I and type II errors per bin for the ref-
erence sample vector. The power spectrum analysis method
classification, shown in Figure 6, correctly classified the high
power interferers. The information theoretic classification,
shown in Figure 7, produced a classification similar to that
of the GLRT, confirming the intuitive expectation discussed
in Section 5.3. All methods failed to detect the low power
interferer in bins 64 to 77.
8.1. Detection Performance for a Standard, Single, Wideband
Interferer. To estimate detection performance as a function
of signal-to-interference ratio (INR), and in order to set




























Figure 5: An example interference classification produced using the
radiometer method. The classification should be compared against
reference sample vector interference spectrum shown in Figure 2. In
this example, this method failed to detect the low power interferer


























Interference classification: power spectrum analysis
H0
H1
Figure 6: An example interference classification produced using
power spectrum analysis. The classification should be compared
against reference sample vector interference spectrum shown in
Figure 2. In this example, this method failed to detect the low power
interferer occupying frequency bins 64 through to 77, but otherwise
produced an accurate classification.
threshold parameters for the various methods, repeated
detection trials were performed for a single standard inter-
ferer. The size of the received signal vector was to set N =
100, and the interferer was bandlimited to 20% of the
received signal bandwidth with a low-pass-equivalent carrier
frequency of zero. Thus, from (3), I = 1 and, from (4),
L = 20, a = 41, and b = 60. The interferer was generated
as being IID complex Gaussian in each frequency bin in k1.
Results for each method as a function of INR were obtained
by averaging the performance of 1000 detections.
For each method, a family of results for probabilities of
type I and type II errors as functions of INR was produced
for diﬀerent values of the respective threshold parameter. The
threshold parameter value for which the probability of type I
and type II errors was most similar at an INR of 3 dB, given
in Table 1, then was used to produce the comparative results
shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8(a) indicates that the methods producing the
lowest
∑N
n=1 pTypeI(H1 | Xn,H0) at all INRs were HMM,
power spectrum analysis, and the information theoretic

























Inteference classification: information theoretic
H0
H1
Figure 7: An example interference classification produced using
information theoretic criteria. The classification should be com-
pared against reference sample vector interference spectrum shown
in Figure 2. In this example, this method mostly failed to detect the
low power interferer occupying frequency bins 64 through to 77 and
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(b) Type II error (false negative) rate
Figure 8: Detection performance, showing the probability of
classification error per frequency bin averaged over 1000 trials for
an N = 100 length sample vector. One standardized interferer
occupying 20% of the receiver input bandwidth was used for all
simulations. For each method, the observed probability of type I
errors is shown in (a) and the observed probability of type II errors
is shown in (b). The legend in (b) applies to both subfigures.
the lowest
∑N
n=1 pTypeII(H0 | Xn,H1) were HMM and power
spectrum analysis with HMM performing best at low INR.
Note that the two methods which produced the least type I
errors at low INR—information theoretic and radiometer—
also produced the most type II errors at low INR. HMM
and power spectrum analysis produced the lowest average
probability of classification error, with HMM being the best
performed overall.
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Figure 9: Low INR detection performance, showing (a) the receiver
operating characteristic and (b) the complementary receiver oper-
ating characteristic, for an N = 100 length sample vector produced
by aggregating results of 100 000 trials. Four interferers of random
bandwidth, power, and demodulated carrier frequency were used
in each simulation, with INRs uniformly distributed over the range
−10 dB to +10 dB. The legend in (a) applies to both subfigures. Note
that the best performance region of the ROC (a) is the top left and
that the best performance region of the CROC (b) is the bottom left.
8.2. Detection Performance for Multiple Wideband Interferers.
A more rigorous performance assessment of the detection
methods was performed by simulating four wideband
interferers with random and unknown parameters. Each
interferer bandwidth was randomly chosen between 0% and
20% of the receive bandwidth, with a low-pass-equivalent
carrier frequency uniformly randomly distributed between
–0.8 and +0.8 of the sample frequency. The INR for each
interferer was uniformly randomly distributed in decibels
between –10 dB and +10 dB. Interferers were generated as
being IID complex Gaussian in each frequency bin in ki for
each i. Classification errors were recorded for each length 100
sample vector and averaged over 100 000 detections for each
method.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show, respectively, the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) and the complementary
receiver operating characteristic (CROC) for each method.
The CROC best illustrates that HMM and power spectrum
analysis are the best performed methods, being the only
two that meet the IEEE 802.22 target of 0.9 detection
probability and 0.1 false alarm rate [40]. HMM can be seen
to significantly out-perform power spectrum analysis.
The key to the performance of HMM is that the
model framework incorporates into the detection process
the assumption that wideband interferers occupy more than
one adjacent frequency bin of signal vector spectrum. This
is achieved through the HMM transition probability. Thus,
a single low observation probability in a sequence may be
balanced by the HMM in sequence likelihood by the cost of
two state transitions, resulting in fewer state transitions in the
final classification.
8.3. Discussion. The simulation results show that all of the
methods trialled exhibited relatively high probabilities of
producing classification errors averaged over the INR range.
Most problematic for each method was the common case of
a sample vector in which the instantaneous PSD at either
edge of an interferer passband was substantially lower than
the noise PSD for that sample vector. For cognitive radio
applications, where prevention of interference is paramount,
inclusion of a “guard band” around each detected interferer
would mitigate against the risk of interference resulting from
a type II error, at the expense of increasing the probability of
a type I error. Increasing the length of the sample vector and
using more than one sample vector to make the detection
decision also would improve performance of all methods.
9. Conclusion
This paper has investigated detection of wideband inter-
ference (“spectrum sensing”) from multiple heterogeneous
system sources which are unknown, stochastic, and not
cyclostationary. All blind spectrum sensing methods are
based on the hypothesis testing framework reviewed here,
either implicitly or explicitly. Several methods of performing
detection by classifying the received sample vector either as
containing interference plus noise or as containing noise
only were summarised. Of these, two methods were shown
to allow explicit incorporation into the detection process of
the assumption that wideband interferers occupy more than
one adjacent frequency bin of signal vector spectrum: hidden
Markov modelling and power spectrum analysis with edge
enhancement. The detection performance of these methods
was shown by computer simulation generally to be better
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than that of methods which did not allow incorporation
of the occupancy assumption. Of the methods considered,
hidden Markov modelling exhibited the best overall perfor-
mance determined through two types of detection test.
Appendix
Spectrum Estimation
The N-length received column vector obtained through










where w is a window matrix defined below, s˜i is the ith
interferer experiencing fading channel matrix h˜i, and z˜ is
AWGN, noting that · indicates windowing and ·˜ indicates
the change in dimensionality explained below. It is assumed
that the power in each channel impulse response is zero
after the Tmth tap and is time-invariant over measurement
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and s˜i and z˜ are of dimension NE × 1 reflecting that, through
convolution, NE  N + Tm − 1 elements of s˜i contribute to
x, but noting that only N elements of z˜ contribute to

x after
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where wD  [w0, . . . ,wN−1]T is a windowing vector which
provides truncation to N elements in

x preserving the
causality of (A.1) and, with nonuniform element values,
also may be used to produce the (optimal) Blackman-Tukey
spectrum estimate [41, page 879].
Application of the N ×N DFT matrix DN to x produces









where W = DNwDHNE is a rectangular matrix producing
convolution from w, H˜i = DNE h˜iDHNE is the diagonal channel
transfer function matrix for the ith interferer, S˜i is the DFT
of s˜i, and Z˜ is the DFT of AWGN vector z˜. The eﬀect of
W is two-fold. Firstly, W introduces spectral leakage to

X
resulting from truncation, where the severity of this depends
on N , Tm relative to N and the design of window wD. Where
the sample vector length is large compared to the channel
multipath spread (N  Tm) and wD is an appropriately
chosen window,

X can be a good estimate of the sampled
spectrum X(n fS/N)for n ∈ [0, . . . ,N − 1]. Secondly, W
resamples the signal spectrum from N + Tm − 1 frequency
domain samples to N frequency domain samples through
interpolation. Analyses in this paper assume lengthN vectors
as it is not important that these were obtained through
interpolation, provided that the spectrum estimate is of
good quality. While production of a good quality spectrum
estimate is important to this paper, this is not the principal
topic. Interested readers are referred to [41, Chapter 12] for
comprehensive treatment, including a discussion of factors
which collectively constitute quality in spectrum estimation.
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